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This paper examines the implications on acceptance
sampling decisions when the Wald Sequential Probability
Ratio (SPR) Sampling process is curtailed. Two procedures
are proposed to determine the stopping rules. The first
procedure uses the slope of the least-square fitted line
compared with the slope of the boundary lines of a Wald SPR
Sampling Plan. The second procedure uses the relative
position of the last observation between the rejection and
acceptance lines to determine the stopping rules. Computer
programs are used to simulate the sampling process,
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a Wald Sequential Probability Ratio (SPR) Sampling
Plan, sample size is a random variable and we can not
determine the number of items to be inspected in advance. It
could be a large or small number. This uncertainty could be
prohibitive whenever the sampling budget is limited or time
for a decision is constrained. In many cases it is
preferable, for a variety of reasons, to have a finite upper
bound on sample size. However, a general policy has not been
found which determines how a final decision at the point of
truncation should be made so as to conform to stated
acceptable risks.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the implications
on acceptance sampling decisions when the Wald SPR sampling
process is truncated by some predetermined sample number,
and the final decision may therefore be based on statistics
computed at the point of truncation. Two procedures are
proposed to determine the decision rules for accepting a lot
if sampling reaches the truncation line: (i) a least square
fitted line method and (ii), a relative position of last
observation method.
In order to evaluate the implications of the proposed
procedures on the risks associated with the sampling plan a
computer simulation of the curtailed and uncurtailed Wald
8

SPR sampling process is used, providing estimates of the
probability of acceptance for various values of lot fraction
defective. The Operating Characteristic (O.C.) curve of the
curtailed and uncurtailed sampling are plotted in the same
graph using a second Fortran computer program by the
Versaplot-07 Plotting System available in Naval Postgraduate
School Computer Center.
The presentation starts with the nature of the problem
which describes the method, the problem, and proposes two
approaches to the problem. These are given in Chapter II. i
description of the actual decision procedures and how the
simulation was done is given in Chapter III. In the last
chapter, the results of the simulation and the graphs of
O.C. curves are discussed, and conclusions are drawn.

II. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
In general, truncating a sequential sampling plan will
increase the probability of type I and type II errors. The
exact functional relationship between the size of error and
the sample size of truncated sequential sampling is not yet
known. However, its upper bound may be derived L^.K. Ghosh,
Ref. ^, pp. 223].
The purpose of this chapter is to: describe the general
concepts of Wald SPR Sampling Plan and its Average Sample
Number; discuss considerations in the curtailment of
sequential sampling; and describe two proposed procedures to
determine decision rules for truncated sequential sampling
plans.
A. WALD SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO SAMPLING PLAN
Abraham Wald fRef . 93 simplifies the process of sequential
sampling by a scoring method with acceptance and rejection
boundaries which will meet some preassigned requirements.
If the score at any time becomes larger than the first
boundary (i.e., rejection line) the lot is rejected. If it
falls below the second boundary (i.e., acceptance line) the
lot is accepted. There are four specification requirements
which completely determine Wald SPR Sampling Plan for frac-
tion defective. Those specification requirements are:
10

1. P-1 ' » "the acceptable quality level for the lot,
expressed as a fraction defective,
2. Pp ' » the lot tolerance fraction defective, expressed
as a fraction defective where P2' N Pi''
3. cC , probability of rejecting lots of quality P-l ' .
^. fh , probability of accepting lots of quality P2''
Graphically, a Wald SPR sampling procedure can be
described as follows. Consider a chart which consists of a
vertical axis representing the number of defectives, a
horizontal axis representing the number of items inspected
and a pair of parallel straight lines with positive slope
which are uniquely determined by the specification require-
ments. During the sequence of inspection the total number
of defectives is plotted against the total number of items
inspected on the chart. As long as the plotted points fall
between two lines, the inspection continues. An inspection
terminates when a plotted point falls on or outside either
1
of the lines.
Defining upper line by R and lower line by A, where R
and A are functions of sample number, the equations of the
lines may be written as







where R will give a rejection number and A will give an
acceptance number at sample number n. The constants s, h]_
and h2 are the slope and the intercepts and their equations
may be written as follows JRef. 8, pp. 2.1^ J :
( 1 - P2' )
log
log




( 1 - f^' )
l^' ( 1 - Pi )
log
( 1 - c^ )
ft>
log
Pi ( 1 - P2 ) .
hi = '_ . w
and
h2 =
P2 ( 1 - Pi )
( 1 - /2> )
log
Pi ( 1 - P2 )
log
P2 ( 1 - Pi )
. (5)
In these equations, it is necessary that p-|^ must be less
than p^ and <^+/S is less than unity, so that quantities
obtained before applying algorithms are always positive.
B. AVERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER (ASN)
Since sample size is a random variable, it is not
possible to determine exactly how many items from a lot have
to be inspected, but it is possible to compute the average
12

depends on quantities h-j_ , h^ . and s. The equations are
as follows [Ref. 8, pp. 2.51]-
n .=
P (^1 ^ ^2^ - ^2
p ,
s - p-
where P is the probability of accepting a lot of quality p',
and h, , h , and s are computed from the specification
requirements. In particular when p' = Pi ' » ^® have
(1- <^ ) h-L - oC h^
Pi s - p^'
when p ' = Pg ' .we have
(1- /i ) hg - fh \
"p
2 Pj' - s
and when p ' = s , we have
n
(h-^ . h^)
s ~ s (1 - s)
Note that P-i ' < s < Po' ^^^ ^^ general n , y ^o ' ''^®
normally observe an increasing average amount of inspection
as p' goes from zero to Pt ' » and a decreasing amount of
inspection as p' goes from Pp' to unity. Hence the greatest
ASN is required for a lot with quality between p, ' and Po'-
In addition, the greater the risk sizes cC and jh are, the
smaller also the ASN. These properties are useful when we
discuss the curtailment of sequential sampling.
13

Figure 1 shows a typical ASN curve. The vertical axis
represents n , , the average sample number, and the
ir





FIGURE 1. A TYPICAL ASN CURVE
1^

C . CURTAILMENT OF SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING
As mentioned before, the number of samples required in
sequential sampling to achieve a conclusive decision is not
a constant but a random variable. In practice it may be
desirable to have an upper bound on sample size. Setting the
sample number constant could increase risk size, since the
sequential process may or may not terminate before the
truncation point. Two steps could be considered: (i) Try
to reduce ASN, (ii) Modify the sequential sampling plan. The
first step may require a compromise among the quantities <^ ,
/a,
» Pt ' ' ^^^ P?' ^ property of the ASN states that the
greater ctC and /2> or the larger the difference between p, '
and Pp' , the smaller the ASN will be. We could then make
adjustments either in the quality limit (i.e., p, ' and Pp')
or in the size of risks (i.e. c^ and ^ ) or both. But this
compromise might not be applicable if the specification
requirements are strictly kept. The second step is suggested
by J. J. Bussgang and M. B. Marcus in Reference 1. Instead
of using a pair of straight lines as the boundaries, they
propose "gently sloping" lines as the boundaries so that
they would monotonically converse as the sample number
increases.
In both steps the given point of truncation must be
determined sufficiently beyond ASN so that most of the
sampling terminates before the truncation point is reached.
This is clear because otherwise probabilities of the first
and second kind of errors will increase. The two above
15

procedures have limitations on their applicability. Now, let
us develop two simple procedures.
The first procedure uses the slope of a least-square
fitted line as an estimator for the direction of the plotted
sequential sampling, and this slope is compared with the
slope of boundary lines computed from specification require-
ments. The second procedure uses the fact that when sample
size is sufficiently large, the total defectives will either
close to the rejection line or close to the acceptance line,
with the probability of eventually crossing either line
equal to unity. Further discussion of the proposed procedures
is given in the next section.
D. PROPOSED PROCEDURES
Consider a Wald SPR sampling plan with specified oC
,
y3 » P-i ' » and Pp ' <, Let n' denote the maximum sample
number to be allowed, which is determined before the
sampling begins.
1. Least Square Fitted Line Method
Suppose up to n' there is no decision made either to
accept or to reject the lot. By then we have observed;
(1,X^), (e.X^), (3,X^) (n,X^), . .
,
(n',X^'}
where n is the sample number and X is number of defectives
found in n observations. A least-square line fitted from












where X is number of defectives at stage n, and 2Lj nn
can be simplified by






Let us compare the slope of the least-square fitted line b
with the slope of the boundary lines s. The decision rules
are given as follows. If b is greater than s we reject the
lot and terminate sampling. If b is equal to or less than s
we accept the lot and terminate sampling.
2. Relative Position of Last Observation Method
Again, suppose up to n' observations no decision can
be made. This means that X is always between the boundary
lines for n = 1, 2, 3» ••• n' . For a lot with quality
better than p, ' , the number of defectives tends to close to
17

the acceptance line if n is getting larger. On the otherhand
for a lot with quality worse than Po'* "^^^ number of defect-
ives tends to close to the rejection line if n is getting
larger. Let us take a constant distance above acceptance
line, denoted by d. We can then define a new acceptance
number A' , where
A'=d-h^ + sn' . r?^
The decision rules are given as follows. If X • is greater
than A', reject the lot and terminate sampling. If X . is
e^qual or less than A' , accept the lot and terminate sampling.
Implementation of either of these procedures will have an
impact on acceptance probability, and the curtailed plan
should have a different O.C, curve from the original uncur-
tailed plan. The magnitude of the change of the O.C. curve
may be evaluated by simulation. The simulation procedures




There are three distinct steps in acceptance sequential
sampling by attributes. First, determination of objectives
or specifications, second classification or good or bad
items, and third a valid procedure of inspection.
The experimental procedures discussed in this chapter
are presented in accordance with those three steps, and then
used to evaluate the implications of the two proposed
stopping rules on the plan's operating characteristic curve
by utilizing computer simulation.
A. PROCEDURE I
In finding a Wald SPR sampling plan for fraction
defective, the specification requirements cC
,
/?>
, p ' , and
Pp' are used to compute s, h-, , and hp using Equations (3)»
(^) and (5)f and these give the equations of the acceptance
and rejection lines as functions of n. Now, we consider lots
of quality p'. We draw items from the lot, one at a time,
and classify each as good or defective, defining X as the
number of defectives found up through the first n items. If
X^ is equal to or greater than the rejection number we
terminate the sampling and reject the lot. If X is equal to
or less than the acceptance number we terminate sampling and
accept the lot. Otherwise we repeat sampling until n = n'
,
where n' is the curtailment point. At stage n' we compute
the slope b by Equation (6) and compare it with s. If b is
19

greater than s we reject the lot; if b is equal to or less
than s we accept the lot. In both cases the sampling process
terminates.
In simulation of the use of this stopping rule, the
overall sequential sampling is replicated through k lots,
where k is a large number. The probability of acceptance of
a lot of quality p' is estimated by the number of accepted
lots divided by k. If we repeat the whole process for
different p' then we will obtain additional points of the
O.C. curve for this curtailed sequential sampling plan.
The truncation points are computed before the sampling
begins. In this paper n' is computed as percentages of n
,
since it represents the largest ASN.
B. PROCEDURE II
The Procedure II is similar to Procedure I except that
at the truncation point, X . is compared to an acceptance
number A', where A' is a function of d and computed using
Equation (7). By trial and error it turns out that for
large n' , the value of A' is approximately equal to sn' since
d is approximately equal to h-^- However, for small n' it
gives poor O.C. curve. The stopping rules are then: if X ,
is equal or less than sn' , accept the lot and terminate
sampling. Otherwise reject the lot and terminate sampling.
The simulation of the two procedures at different
truncation points was done simultaneously with the
uncurtailed sampling. The details of the simulation are




Monte Carlo simulation was used to simulate the '''aid SPR
sampling process. The computer programs were written in
Fortran IV and utilized the IBM-36O computer at the Naval
Postgraduate School Computer Center in the period of October
1979 to March I98O.
Input variables consist of the four specification
requirements (denoted by A, B, PI and P2) , the number of
replications, and the number of points on O.C. curve. A
uniform random generator (GGUBS) with double precision was
used to classify as good or as bad an item from a lot. To
save computer time, the simulation of both procedures each
with 5 different truncation points and the simulation of the
uncurtailed Wald SPR sampling were done simultaneously in
one run for each pair of values for PI and P2. Eighteen
operating characteristic points were computed for each pair
of values for PI and P2, where PI was given from one
percent to ten percent and P2 was from five percent to
thirty percent. The parameter values used to investigate
the performance of each procedure are shown in Table 1.
A second computer program was written in Fortran IV to
plot the O.C. curve of uncurtailed and curtailed sampling
in one graph, where the data points were obtained from the
first computer outputs. This will provide a visual repre-
sentation of the difference between the two O.C. curves.
The plots were done by Versatec-O? Plotting System available
in the Naval Postgraduate School Computer Center.
21

Michael W. Gavlak ([Ref. 3, pp. 2^-26]] stated that to
simulate estimates of O.C. points for repeated Bernoulli
trials with p' ranging from one percent to thirty percent,
it is sufficient to take 5000 replications of each estimate
within reasonable accuracy, namely two or three decimal
places
.
TABLE 1. PARAMETER VALUES USED IN SIMULATION
Prob of type I error : O.05
Prob of type II error : 0.10
Acceptable quality levels : 0.01, O.05. 0.10
Lot quality tolerance values : O.05. 0.10, 0.15» O.30
Number of replications : 5OOO
Number of O.C. curve points : 18
Percentages of n^for curtailment : 50 , 15^ 100, 125, 150
22

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In general when Wald SPR sampling process is truncated
with the same stopping rule, then its O.C. curve varies as
the point of truncation varies. The larger the point of
truncation, the closer its O.C. curve to the O.C. curve of
uncurtailed sampling process. Using n , the average sample
number when lot fraction defective is s , as standard for
comparison, the graphs show that for n' greater than 150
percent of n , their O.C. curve gives good approximation
to the O.C. curves of uncurtailed sampling, since most of
the samplings terminate before n'.
Comparing the results of Procedure I and Procedure II,
the numerical output shows that for large n' , Procedure II
giyes better approximation to the uncurtailed O.C. curve.
Further, Procedure II is a more simple method, hence it is
more practical. The determination of constant d, however,
needs further investigation, particularly for small n'.
For further investigation, notice that the Procedure I
which requires the least-square fitted line through the
origin raises question whether an ordinary least-square
fitted line will give better approximation even though it
may be less practical. Another area for further study may
include the possibility of using the variance of ASN to
determine the proper location of. the truncation point.
23

In all, sixty cases were examined and twenty two of their
O.C. curves were graphed. The tables of the first computer




TADLi: 2 . ori::R,vnr<G ciiMi'MCTCRinTic cur; Mr;: Vmi u!;:r; rcic
A l: c i: F' r a b l_ e q i i a t. . :i: r y i... i:: k' e l ( r i ) : o, o i o
LOTS QUALITY TOI...ERAMCE (P2) : 0.050
PROB OF TYPE I ERROR (ALPHA) J 0.0'jO
PROD OF TYPE IT ERROR (BETA) : 0»1C0
AVERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER (NS) : 98,
PERCEMT OF MS FOR CURTAILMEN I"
FRACDEF UNCURT ! 50 ! 75 ! 1.00 ! 125 ! 150
1 . 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 1 , 000
0*004 0>993 0*923 0,967 0»903 0,987 0*994
0*007 0*990 0*863 0*913 0*939 0*951 0*967
0*011 0,961 0.791 0*344 0*871 0*887 0*909
0*014 0.910 0*730 0*772 0,800 0,312 0*340
0*013 0,829 0*665 0*704 0*714 0*725 0,747
0*021 0*724 0,613 0,628 0,633 0*639 0*654
0,025 0*602 0*549 0,553 0*552 0,547 0.553
0*029 0*482 0,507 0*497 0*473 0,468 0*470
0*032 0,381 0,454 0*437 0*400 > 382 0.37Z
0*036 0*302 0*414 0*335 0,351 0>323 0.319
0*039 0*224 0*361 0*326 0.293 0.265 0*251
0,043 0*175 0*313 0*232 0*249 0*215 0*199
0*046 0*143 0.293 0*241 0,204 0>I75 0>1.64
0*050 0,105 0*248 0*201 0,164 * 1 VI. 0.126
* 5 4 0.0 7 3 * 2 3 5 * 1 7 7 > 1 4 1 * 1 ,1.
3
, 9 7
0*061 0,044 0.173 0*128 0,037 0,064 0,054
0*068 0.026 0*137 0*082 0,053 0,033 0.032
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TABLE 3 iir-LRiVr [NG CI IhR.'iCTERISTIC CURVE iv^i^.tlEH EUR
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FRACDEF UNCURT ! \:iO ! 7:5 ! J. 00 ! :!.2:> ! i::K)
0.0 1 . 000 :l . 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 ;L . 000 .1. .- 000
0.021 1.000 .989 0.995 0, 993 1 . 000 1 . 000
0.043 0.999 0.960 0,975 0.990 0.995 0,997
0.064 0.995 0*913 0.941 0,964 . 97G 0.936
0.086 0.935 0*355 0,333 0.924 0.943 0.960
0.107 0,956 0.301 0.>319 0.351 0.372 0.397
0.129 0.394 0.731 0.7 45 0.767 0.736 0.312
0.150 0.311 0.672 0.667 0.690 0.703 0.723
0.171 0.677 0.596 0.581 0,592 0.593 0.603
0.193 0.553 0.533 0.506 0.504 0.496 0.509
0.214 0.404 0.473 0.434 0.416 0.400 0.402
0.236 0.291 0.413 0.360 0.333 0.310 0.306
0.257 0.211 0.365 0-^312 0.276 0.249 0.233
0.279 0.143 0.315 0.245 0.214 0>130 0.163
. 300 0.039 0.257 0.137 0.1 48 . J. 24 , 1. 1
1
0.321 0.067 0.224 0.156 0.121 0.092 O.CGl
0.364 0.023 ^ 0.154 0.039 0.057 0.040 0.031
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A r:err TAT: I... I.' ihiality i..,!:::';r:!.. (pi. > : o.oto
LOTf:: QiJAi.iTY tglerh^ice (r2) : o.;'oo
PRGB OF TYPE I ERROR (ALPHA) t 0,050
PRGD OF TYPE II ERROR (BETA) t 0,100
A^'ERAGE SAflPLE ^njMDER (NG) : 6.
PERGE^Pr GF MG FGR GUI<TAIL!:Er!T
FRACDEF UMGURT ! '50 ! 75 ! 100 I i:;:;o
0>0 1.000 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 1.00 1 .000
0*021 0.942 0.95B 0.917 0.897 0.877 0.858
0»043 0.915 0.840 0.802 0.765 0.732
. 064 0.755 0,3:^5 0.765 0.712 0.669 0.626
0»0S6 0.652 0.837 0.696 0.638 0.585 0.536
0.107 0.555 0.802 0.641 0.577 0.513 0.459
0. 12? 0.456 0,761 . 578 0.502 0.380
0. 150 0.37S 0.711 0.523 0. 44 7 0.382 0,322
0.171 0.306 0.683 0,470 0.391 . 3 1 9 0,261
0.193 0.246 0.643 ... 4 1
9
0.337 A '•> :' A 0.222
0.214 0.195 . 6 1 4 0.366 . 2 ^' 2 0.225 0.175
0.236 0.162 0.588 0.345 0.260 0>196 0.148
. 257 0.131 0.561 0.310 . 229 . :l 6 7 0. 122
0.,. 279 0.107 0.527 0,275 .200 > 1 '1 5 0. 102
0.300 0.0G6 0.497 0,240 0.173 . :1. 1
8
0. 082
0..321 0.068 0.460 , 2 1.
7
0. 145 . ' * «.> ,066
0>364 0.041 . 4 1
2
0.164 0.100" 0.06 ] 0.0^0
0.407 0.022 0,338 > 1 1 0.065 0.0 37 0>02t
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TABLE 10 » OPlllv-AriNG CHARACTflRIGTIC CUROE OALUL:!; FOR
CURTAILED SAMF'L1N(3 BY LAST OBSEROAT I.l)N METHOD
ACCEPTABLE QUALITY LEOEL (PI) : 0»0:^0
LOTS QUALITY TOLERANCE (P2) : 0»100
PROB OP" TYPE I ERROR (ALPHA) I 0.050
PROB OF TYPE II ERROR (BETA) : O.iOO
AVERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER (NS) : 174.
PERCENT OF NS FOR CUR fAILMENT
FRACDEF UNCURT ! 50 ! 75 ! 100 ! 125 ! 150
0*0 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.007 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.014 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.021 1.000 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.029 0.998 0.987 0.995 0.997 0.997 0.998
0.036 0.996 0.966 0.982 0.990 0.993 0.996
0.043 0.987 0.923 0.945 0.964 0.974 0.980
0.050 0.953 0.365 0.890 0.913 0.927 0.935
0.057 0.902 0.789 0.803 0.322 0.842 0.859
0.064 0.773 0.681 0.675 0.693 . 705 0.717
0.071 0.603 0.584 0.564 0.561 . 559 0.566
0.079 0.421 0.492 0.431 0.423 0.413 0.407
0.036 0.274 0.400 0.344 0.309 0.291 0.279
0.093 0.164 0.298 0.234 0.204 0.190 0.101
0.100 0.093 0.238 0.160 0.135 .115 0.107
0.107 0.065 0.183 0.119 0.090 0.077 0.071
0.121 0.023 0.096 0.047 0.033 0.025 0.024
0.136 0.007 0.044 0.016 0.009 0.007 0.007
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Tr\Buz 11 . o^•^RATI^MJ ciiArvnCTi::r;i::::Ti:c cm •:'.'!: "ALUt:s roR
(:U!<TiMLED ;,;', MPLING BY L/iST UliCLl 'VA I' air^ M L i 1 1 IJ
ACCEPTADM:: QIJr^LTTV LE'.'EI.. (PL) ; Q.0'50
LOTS QUiMirV TGLlIRANPi: (P2) J 0.300
PPOB GF TYPE I ERRCR (ALPHn) J 0.050
PRGB GF TYPE 11 ERRGR (DETA) t 0.100
H^'ERAGE S? AMRLE MUMPER (NS) I 1.2*
'ERCEMT GF NS FGR CURTAILMENT
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TABLE 12 , ni-'EkAriNG CHOPi^f.: lER TS T IC I'llROR 0mM.iK9 Fi;)R
CUR ro I. LED 80hPL:i:Mt3 BY LOSV !Jh<8ER0r I r AN hEINnij
ACCEPiA^'LE OUALIIY LEOEL (PI) t 0.1.(^0
LOTS QUALITY TOLERAMCE (P2) : 0»:l.50
PRUB OF TYPE I ERROR (ALPHA) t 0,050
PRGB OF TYPE 11 ERROR (BEfA) : 0.(00
AOERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER (NS) t 281. »
PERCEMT OF NS FOR i;:U MAILMEN F
FRACDEF UNCURT ! 50 ! 75 ! 100 ! 125 ! 150
0,0 1.000 1 . 000 1.000 1 .000 1 .000 1 > 000
0»0i:l 1.000 1 .000 1.000 1 . 000 1 .000 1 .000
0.021 1.000 1 .000 1.000 1.000 1 .000 1 .000
0.032 1.000 1.000 1 .000 1 . 000 1.000 1.000
0.043 1.000 1.000 1 .000 1 .000 1 . 000 1 . 000
0.054 1.000 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 I > 000
0.064 1 , 000 . 996 0.999 1.000 1.000 1 .000
0.075 0.998 . 982 0.989 0.998 , 998 •> 998
, 086 . 993 0.946 0>966 0.984 0.990 0.991
0.096 0.975 0.879 0.898 0.936 0.956 .961
0.107 0.894 0.764 0.772 0.824 0.856 0.870
0.1 IB 0.707 0*615 0.595 0.639 0.667 0.6 73
0.129 0.453 0.465 0.408 0.439 0.454 0.463










0.042 0.128 0.069 0.062 0.052 >04 7
0.182 0.008 0.034 0.015 . .1.
1
0.008 .008
0.204 0.001 0.007 0,002 0.001 >()01 0.001
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TABLE 13 . OF-'ERATING CI In RACIER 1 3 TIC CI.IRUE U A LUES rOR
CURTAILED SAMI-'LING OV LACT GI.r.JERVATinM MiJiliGD
ACCEF-TADLE QUALITY LEVEL (PI) J O.IOO
LOTS QUALITY TOLERANCE (P2) : O.ZOO
PROB OF TYPE I ERROR (ALPHA) : 0.050
PROD OF TYPE IL ERROR (BETA) : 0.100
AVERAGE SA^^PLE NUMBER (NS) : 24.
FRACDEF UNCURT !
PERCENT OF N3 FOR CURTAILriENT
50 ! 75 ! too ! 125 ! 150
0.0 1.000 1.000 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 1.000
0.021 1.000 0.998 1.000 1 .000 1.000 1.000
0.043 0.999 0.991 ' 0>995 0.997 0.998 0.999
0.064 0.995 0,973 0.981 0,987 0,990 0.993
0.086 0.985 0.942 0.954 0.965 0.970 0.975
0.107 . 95.. 0.890 0,900 o.?o? 0.920 0.930
0.129 0,894 0.839 0.830 0.835 0.840 0,849
0.150 , 8 1
1
0.783 0.76? 0,763 0,752 0.760
. 1 7
1
0,677 0.709 0,667 0,649 0.644 0,637
0.193 0.553 0,638 0,583 0.561 0.544 0.533
0.214 0.404 0.573 0.501 0.459 0.431 > 4 J. 3
0.236 0.291 0.494 0.407 0.359 0.322 0,307
0.257 0,211 0.446 0,34? 0,292 0.255 0,236




. 08? 0,302 0,205 0, 147 , :l. 2 2 > L 1
0.321 0.067 0>266 0.163 . 1 1 7 0,089 0,077
0,364 . 02a 0.169 0.080 0.051 0.037 0,030









RSN (7.) : 50.
^.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.39 G.'49 0.53
FRPCTION DEFECTIVE ><10''
0.G3 0.79
FIGURE 2 . OPERaTING CHflRRCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTAILED







BETR : 0. 10
PI : 0.01
P2 : 0.05
nSN (7.) : 75.
"^b.oo 0.08 0.17 0T25 0'. 34 C^^2 0.51
FRPCTION DEFECTIVE xlO''
0.59 0.63
FIGURE 3 . OPERaTING CHRRflCTER I ST I C CURVE ^OR CURTRILEO






BETn : 0. 10
PI : 0.01
P2 : 0.05
flSN {'/.) : 100.
•=b.oo 0.08 0.17 o'^Tii O'. 34 O'. U2 oVsi
FRACTION DEFECTIVE xlO"'
0.59 0.G8
FIGURE k . OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR CURTAILED







FIGURE 5 . OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR CURTAILED





"^.00 0.08 oTTt o'. 25 o'.3i4 o'. 42 0^51
FRACTION DEFECTIVE ^10"^
0.59 0.G8
FIGURE ^ . OPERflTING CHflRRCTER 1ST IC CURVE FOR CURTAILED






BETA : 0. 10
PI : 0.01
P2 : 0.30
flSN (•/.) : 150.
0.05 0. 10 0.15 0.20 0.25
FRfiCTIQN DEFECTIVE
FIGURE 7 . OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR CURTAILED














\\ flLPHfl : 0.05




\\ PI : 0.05























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09
FRflCTIQN DEFECTIVE
0. 11
FIGURE 8 . OPERATING CHnRflCTER ISTIC CURVE FOR CURTniLEO





^.00 0.05 0.11 O.IS 0.21 C.27
FRACTION DEFECTIVE
0.32
FIGURE 9 . OPERATING CHflRRCTER 1ST IC CURVE FOR CURTAILED














BETA : 0. 10
PI : 0. 10
P2 : 0. 15
flSN ['/.] : 150.
^.00 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.13
FRACTION DEFECTIVE
0. 16 0. 19 0.21
FIGURE 10 . OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR CURTAILED






BETA : 0. 10
PI : 0. 10
P2 : 0.30
RSN (/.] : 150.




. OPERATING CHRRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTAILED





^.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.39 0.49 0.59
FRRCTION DEFECTIVE ><10"
0.63 0.79
FIGURE 12. OPERATING CHflRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FGR CURTfllLEO





^.00 0.08 QA7 o'.25 oVbU 0.U2 0.51
FRPCTION DEFECTIVE «10"'
0.59 0^68
FIGURE 13 . OPERATING CHflRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTfllLED






BETA : 0. 10
PI : 0.01
P2 : 0.05
flSN ['/.) : 100.
^.00 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.34 0.42 0.51
FRACTION DEFECTIVE ^10"
0.59 0.S8
FIGURE 1^ . OPERRTING CHRRRCTER I ST IC CURVE FOR CURTRILED






BETA : 0. 10
PI : 0.01
P2 : 0.05
flSN ['/.] : 125.
0.08 0.17 0.25 0.3^ 0.42 0.51
FRflCTION DEFECTIVE hIO"
FIGURE 15 . OPERATING CHflRRCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTAILED





^.00 0.08 Q.17 0.25 0.34 G.42
FRACTION DEFECTIVE ^10''
0.51
FIGURE 16 . OPERATING CHflRRCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTfllLED






BETA : 0. 10
PI : 0.01
P2 : 0.30
flSN ['/.] : 150.
0.05 0. 10 0.15 0.20 0.25
FRfiCTION DEFECTIVE
FIGURE 17 . GPERRTING CHRRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTRILED



















"^'.00 0'.02 0'.0i4 O'.OS O'. 07 o'. 09
FRRCTION DEFECTIVE
O'. 13 7. 1140. 11
FIGURE 18
. GPERflTING CHRRRCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTRILED










flSN ['/.] : 150.
0.05 0.11 0.16 0.21 0.27
FRflCTIQN DEFECTIVE
0.32 0.38 0.43
FIGURE 19. OPERflTING CHflRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTAILED





^.00 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.11 0.13
FRACTION DEFECTIVE
0. 16 0.19 0.21
FIGURE 20 . OPERATING CHflRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTAILED





^.00 0.05 0. 11 0.16 0.21 0.27
FRflCTIQN DEFECTIVE
0.U3
FIGURE 21. OPERRTING CHRRflCTER I ST I C CURVE FOR CURTRILED
nND UMCURTRILED SAMPLING : LAST G35ERVRTI0N METHOD
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COhPUTER PROGI^AM t : WALD <.;PR SAMPLlf^G SIMULATION
C THIS COMPUTER PROGRAM IS TO SIMULATE THE CURTAILED AND
C UiJCURTAlLED OP UALD SEQUENTIAL PRUi^"^DlLI TY RAliO SAMPLING
C
C INPUT VARIABLES ARE
C 1 P .1 A CC I.-: I-' T A BL E QU A I.. I T Y L E U E L
C 2, P2 LOT QUALITY TOLERANCE
C 3. A TYPE I ERROR (-ALPHA)
C 4» B TYPE II ERROR (BETA)
C 'a* NREP NUMBER OE REPLICATIONS
C 6. NDATA NUMBER OE POIr-MS COMPUTED FOR OC CURWE





D I MENS I ON FR ( 20 ) f PWALD ( 20 ) y EXPER 1(20) r EXPER2 ( 20 r 1 )
»






C READ IN SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
C
READ (5? 100) PI fP2 ?A yB
IF (P1.GT.P2) STOP
READ (5? 101) NREP
READ (5rl01) NDATA
REP = FLOAT (NREP)
C
C COMPUTE REJECTION AND ACCEPTANCE LINE EQUATIONS
C
DENOM = ALOG ( ( P2>K ( 1 . -P 1 ) ) / ( P 1 ^K ( 1 -P2 ) ) )
HI •= (ALOG ( ( 1 . - A ) /B ) ) /DENOM
H2 •= (ALOG ( ( 1 - 1:< ) / A ) ) /D L' li (JM
S == < ALOG ( ( 1 -PI ) / ( 1 . -P2 ) ) ) /DENOM
C
C DETERMINE THE POINTS OF TRUNCATION
C
ASN :••= ( H 1 ;f'H2 )/(S>Jc(l»~3))
DO 1 I:=ly5































C BEGIN TO SAMPLE
C
DO 6 N=.ly 10000
RN = GGUBFS(DSEED)
IF (RiN.LE.P) DEFECT = DEFECT + l
CUMDEF = CUMDEF f DEFECT
C
C COMPUTE THE STOPPING BOUNDS
C
AC •= -HI + S*N
RE = H2 f S'MH
IF (DEFECT,GE.RE) GO TO 7
IF (DEFECT,GT,AC) GO TO 5
ACCEPT = ACCEPT + 1.0
DO 4 1=1 y
5
I F ( N G T NS TOP ( I ) ) GO TO 4
NAKI) •= NAKI) + 1




C EXPERIMENT I : LEAST SQUARE FITTED LINE METHOD
C
5 CONTINUE
IF (IN.GT.5) GO TO 6
I F ( N NE
.
NSfOP ( I N ) ) GO TO 6
C UMNO = ( .1. f N S T 1-' ( I N ) ) *NS I" 1-' ( I N ) .^c . 5
SLOPE --= CUMDEF/CUMNO
I F ( SLOI-'E . LE . S ) is!A KIN) ^ NA 1 (IN) f 1
C
C EXPERIMENT II : LOCATION OF LAST OBSER^^AIMON METHOD
C
IF ( DEFECT. LT. (AC IHl) ) NA2(IN) = NA2(IN) f 1







COMPUTE PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTANCE
IB = ID f- 1 ...
FR( ID) = P
PWALD(ID) -= ACCEPT/REP
DO 8 K=lr5






WRITE (6^ 1.06) FR < I D ) f PWALD (ID), r < EXI-' ER 1( K" ) f K = 1 y 5
)
P = P f ADD • •
IF ( (NDATA-ID) J-F^i') P=: P + ADD
IF (ID»LT.NDATA) GO TO 2




WRITE (6^102) PI rP2 rA ^B r ASN
WRITE (6rl03)
DO 9 I=1»NDATA




101 FORMAT (I 5)
108 FORMAT ( 5X r ' TABLE OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CUR^E'r
^ ' UALUES FOR' f/)




' ^\'7 ,Z?// •, 17Xy
% ' LOTS QUALITY TOLERANCE (P2)
% ' PROB OF TYPE I ERROR (ALPHA)
^< ' PROB OF TYPE II ERROR (BETA)
% ' A^^ERACE SAMPLE NUMBER (NS) :'yF6.0y//y
-!< 32X y ' !-• \-.
R
C ENT F NS F F\' C (.J R TA J." LM EN T ' )
103 FORMAT (17Xy' CURTAILED SAMPLING BY LEAST SQUARE LINE 'y
% 'METHOD' y/)
104 FORMAT (17Xy' CURTAILED SAMPLING BY LAST OBSER^^'ATION 'y
* 'METHOD' y/)
105 FORMAT ( 5X y ' FRACDEF ' y 2X y ' UNCURT ' y 2X y ' ! 50 ! 'y
% '7'r: I 100 I 125 I ,50 /)













COMPUTER PRQl^RAM i I t TO PLOT . C\ CURUE
C INPUT VARIAGLEiri ARE • .
NUMBER OF O.C. CURUES TO PLOT
NUMBER OP DATA POTNIS IN O.C* CURUE
FRACTION DEFECTIVE DATA ARRAY
PROD OF ACCEPTANCE FOK UNCURTAILED SAMPLING
PROB OF ACCEPTANCE FOR CURTAILED SAMPLING
IMPLICIT REAL (A-ING-Z)' •
I.I
.i: M E N S 1 N I" i;* ( 2 5 ) y UN C
U
















C READ IN DATA AND SCALE THEM
READ (5/100) NPLOT
READ (5^100) NDATA
READ (5/101) (FR( I) y 1=1/20)
Ia'E a D (5/10 1 ) ( (J N C U R' r ( I ) / I ==1/20)
C;A L L S CA L 1.^ (
I
" I a' y X L M 1.7 ;• ND A TA / 1
)
C A i.. I_ S CA I..E ( ( .1 N C^ U R J / Y !.. N G / N D A T A / 1
)
C
C READ IN EXPERIMENT DATA AND SCALE THEM
1 CONTINUE
READ ( 5 / 102 ) ( EXPER I ( I ) / I = 1 / 20 ) / P 1 / P2 / ASN / METHOD
CALL SCALE ( EXPER I / YLONG / NDATA / 1
C
C DRAU THE X AND Y AXIS
CALL AX I S ( . / . / ' PROB OF ACCEP TANCE ' / 1 / YLONG / 90 / . 7 . 1
)
FR(NDATAf2) -= PR (NDATA) / XLONG
C A I.. L A X 1 S ( . / . / ' F' Ia-A C V 1 N D E"F E C T I ME ' / -
1
3 / X L N G / . / . /
>!< PR ( ND A TAf2 ) )
C
C DRAU THE O.C CURVES
CALL L I N Ir: ( i--R f \iX I • ER i ? N D A T A / 1 / / )
CALL NEWPEN(3)
C A l._L I... I NE ( I" R- / U iNC UR T / N D A TA / 1 / / )
C
C ANNOTATE THE PLOT



















i.;YMDUL(4. 7r iO. . 15 •- C URTAILE (.1
/
f y 9 )
)
/
f f 9 )
)
/





SYMBOL (:5*0re,0f .15. 'ALPHA
NUhI.(LR ( 999 . y 999 , r , 1 ^. . A rO. r
S YMDOL < 5 . y 7 5 T » .1 ;-j y ' BETA
NUh BER (999* r 999 » r . 1 5 .. B r .
:
SYMBOL ( 5 . r 7 r . ;L 5 y ' PI
NUMBER ( 999 . f 999 . r . 1 5 r P 1 1- . y 2
S YMBOL ( 5 r 6 . 5 f . J. 5 r ' P2
NUMBER ( 999 , f 999 . y 1 S f P2 r y 2
)
SYMBOL < 5 J- 6 . f » .1. 5 f ' ASN ( 7. )
NUMBER ( 999 , • 999 . r 1 5 y ASN y y )
SYMBOL ( y - :t , y . 1 5 r ' F I CURE . OPERAT I N(3
* C I- 1A Fv A TER
1
S T I C C URUE I-' 1\' CU Ia' TA I L E" IJ ' y y 56 )
IF (METHOD ELK 2) (30 TO 2
CALL SYMBOL ( . y -1 6 y 15 y ' AND UNCURTA.ILE SAMPLING
*L£AST SQUARE LINE METHOD 'y0y51)
GO TO 3
CONTINUE
CALL SYMBOL ( y -1 . 6 y 15 y ' AND UNCURTAILED SAMPLING
*LAST OBSERVATION METHOD
3 CONTINUE
DRAW THE NEXT PLOT OR STOP
NPLOT = NPLOT - 1
IF ( NPLOT J_E,0) GO TO ^
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